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Broadband spin-photon interfaces for long-lived storage of photonic quantum states are key ele-
ments for quantum information technologies. Yet, reliable operation of such memories in the
quantum regime is challenging due to photonic noise arising from technical and/or fundamental
limitations in the storage-and-recall processes controlled by strong electromagnetic fields. Here, we
experimentally implement a single-photon-level spin-wave memory in a laser-cooled Rubidium gas,
based on the recently proposed Autler-Townes splitting (ATS) protocol. We demonstrate storage of
20-ns-long laser pulses, each containing an average of 0.1 photons, for 200 ns with an efficiency of
12.5% and signal-to-noise ratio above 30. Notably, the robustness of ATS spin-wave memory against
motional dephasing allows for an all-spatial filtering of the control-field noise, yielding an ultra-low
unconditional noise probability of 3.3 × 10−4, without the complexity of spectral filtering. These
results highlight that broadband ATS memory in ultracold atoms is a preeminent option for storing
quantum light.
For large-scale quantum networks to become practical,
storage and on-demand recall of photonic quantum states
must be available at timescales of up to several milli-
seconds [1, 2]. Interfacing non-classical light with these
memories is necessary, but has proven to be difficult for
two reasons: the substantial mismatch between the in-
herently large bandwidth of quantum light (from most
popular single-photon sources) and the narrow accept-
ance bandwidth of well-studied atomic memories, and the
unfaithful storage and recall processes due to photonic
noise introduced by memory itself, which may degrade
or fully destroy quantum nature of the stored light. This
noise is particularly problematic with on-demand memor-
ies that require control electromagnetic fields, and is typ-
ically much more detrimental for broadband implement-
ations [3–5].
A promising approach to noise-free broadband memory
is a family of photon-echo-based protocols that feature
inherently fast (non-adiabatic) memory operation [6].
The Controlled Reversible Inhomogeneous Broadening
(CRIB) [7, 8] and Gradient Echo Memory (GEM) [9, 10]
are widely studied protocols that rely upon the absorp-
tion of light via artificially broadened spectral features
controlled by external electric or magnetic field gradi-
ents. However, implementing a broadband CRIB or
GEM memory is technically challenging due to the infeas-
ibility of large field gradients with rapid switching times.
The atomic frequency comb (AFC) technique offers a
solution to this limitation, as this approach relies on tail-
oring a comb-shaped spectral feature for light absorption
without needing controlled broadening [11]. To this end,
broadband AFC quantum memories have been success-
fully demonstrated for high-fidelity storage of entangled
photons in the GHz-bandwidth regime using ensemble
of two-level rare-earth (RE) ions in solids [12–15]. But,
intrinsically short and pre-programmed storage times in
these memories restrict their use to specific applications
[16, 17]. The full AFC protocol in three-level systems
can feature both long-lived storage and on-demand recall
through collective spin excitations of atoms (spin-wave
memory) [18]. However, well-known spin-wave compat-
ible RE ions offer memory bandwidths of only a few MHz
due to the small frequency spacing between the spin sub-
levels, thereby hindering the protocol’s suitability for a
broadband memory [19, 20].
Another important avenue for broadband memory is
the off-resonant Raman protocol, which features an all-
optically controlled spin-wave memory [21, 22]. As this
scheme relies on “virtual” absorption of light with far-
off resonant coupling, it can be used for light stor-
age in atomic media with inhomonegeously broadened
lines. Broadband Raman memories have been implemen-
ted in warm atomic ensembles which exhibit Doppler-
broadening [23]. The operation of these memories in the
quantum domain, however, has proven difficult due to
large four-wave mixing noise, which cannot be elimin-
ated using standard filtering techniques [24, 25]. Noise-
less broadband Raman memories have been achieved in
diamond (via storage on phononic transitions) [26] and
in ladder-type three level systems (via storage on op-
tical transitions) [27, 28], at the expense of losing the
long-lived storage capability that comes with spin stor-
age levels. Laser-cooled atoms provide a viable solution
for a broadband spin-wave Raman memory, as demon-
strated with the storage of 7-ns-long non-classical light
pulses [29]. However, efficient storage of sub-ns pulses
(GHz bandwidths) in these systems is technically very de-
manding in terms optical depth and coupling-field power,
due to the inherent adiabatic operation of the Raman
protocol, which exhibits unfavorable bandwidth scaling
compared to fast memory protocols [21, 30].
The recently proposed Autler-Townes splitting (ATS)
quantum memory protocol has great potential for over-
coming these intrinsic and technical limitations [31]. ATS
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for implementing ATS memory: a. Control (blue) and probe (red) beams are derived
from two independent continous-wave lasers and then shaped into short pulses using acousto-optic-modulators (AOM). After
an adjustable attenuation of the probe beam with neutral density filters (NDF), both beams are coupled into single-mode fibers
(FC), and decoupled back to free-space on a separate bench where magneto-optic-trap (MOT) apparatus is located. Following
the polarization control using quarter-wave plates (QWP), the beams are overlapped in the atomic cloud (released from MOT)
with a separation angle (θ) of either 2◦ via a beam splitter (BS) (dashed traces) or 75◦ (solid). After coupling into a fiber,
the output probe is detected using either a standard photo-diode (PD) for nin  1 (in dashed line) or a single-photon detector
(SPD) for nin ≤ 1. The arrival times of the detected signals (including directly transmitted probe) are recorded either on
an oscilloscope (Osc) or time-to-digital convertor (TDC), respectively, triggered by a function generator (not displayed). b.
30-ns-long probe pulses with nin  1 are stored and recalled in ATS memory (lower panel) at the 2◦ (light) or 75◦ (dark)
separation angles using write and read-out control pulses (upper panel). Each trace is normalized to its maximum.
memory combines the inherently fast storage of photon-
echo techniques with all-optically controlled spin-storage
of Raman-type adiabatic memories.
In this study, we explore advantages of the ATS pro-
tocol and present an ultra-low noise cold-atom based
ATS memory, which operates, optimally, at rates much
faster than those of atomic motion-induced spin deco-
herence. Under these conditions, the control-field noise
is nearly eliminated using all-spatial filtering techniques.
We demonstrate reliable memory operation for short
laser pulses, each containing a mean photon number as
low as 0.1, which is sufficiently low for quantum inform-
ation processing [32]. Furthermore, by exploiting the
simple pulse-area based operation of the ATS protocol,
we experimentally realize a temporal beam-splitting pro-
cess at the single-photon level to demonstrate memory-
based pulse manipulation capabilities.
In our experiments, we use a Λ-type three-level sys-
tem within the 87Rb atom’s electronic structure, com-
prised of two ground hyperfine levels (|F = 1〉 ≡ |g〉 and
|F = 2〉 ≡ |s〉, energetically spaced by 6.83 GHz) and an
excited level (|F ′ = 2〉 ≡ |e〉) on the 780 nm “D2” trans-
ition (inset of Fig. 1a). The atoms are laser-cooled in a
standard magneto-optic trap (as described in Ref. [31]),
followed by further sub-Doppler cooling, and finally op-
tical pumping for populating the atoms in |g〉 level. The
atomic cloud is probed for light storage/retrieval after re-
leasing it for 6 ms time-of-flight, which yields an optical
depth of d ≈ 10.
We implement the ATS protocol in this system for stor-
age of weak probe laser pulses (resonant with |g〉 → |e〉
transition), containing an average number of photons
between nin = 0.1 and 4 × 106. In this protocol [31],
a strong control field (coupled to the |s〉 → |e〉 trans-
ition) with the pulse-area of 2pi dynamically splits the
natural absorption line into two peaks, as per the Autler-
Townes effect. Upon absorption of the probe pulses, op-
tical coherence is transiently mapped between the ground
(|g〉) and excited level (|e〉), and then efficiently trans-
ferred onto the ground levels (|g〉 and |s〉) as a collect-
ive spin excitation for storage (writing stage, Fig. 1b).
Retrieval is accomplished after an adjustable time by
applying a second control pulse with pulse area of 2pi,
which reconstructs the photonic signal, following a brief
re-establishment of coherence between |g〉 and |e〉 (read-
out stage). Memory efficiency can approach unity, with
minimal demand on optical depth and control-field power
when probe pulses are much shorter than the coherence
decay time of the excited level. Compared to the adia-
batic memory schemes, such as the off-resonant Raman
and Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT)
protocols [31, 33], these relaxed requirements for broad-
band memory provide a great advantage for eliminating
control-field-related noise, which is an increasing func-
tion of optical depth and/or control intensity [3, 5, 25].
Furthermore, the inherently high-speed operation of ATS
memory enables all-spatial filtering of the control noise
under certain conditions, which are not accessible to adia-
3batic memory techniques, as described in the following.
In our implementation, sketched in Fig. 1a, the direc-
tion of the control beams (represented by wave vectors of
kw for write pulse and kR for read-out pulse) relative to
the input probe beam (ki) determines the direction of the
output (retrieved) probe (ko = ki−kW+kR). The relat-
ive angles play a key role in both the memory’s efficiency
and the amount of noise stemming from the control
field [34]. In the experiments here, output probe pulses
are retrieved in the same direction as input probe pulses
(“forward recall” with ki = ko), using co-propagating
write and read-out control pulses (kW = kR) which,
despite technical ease, limits the theoretical maximum
memory efficiency to 54% due to re-absorption [31]. In
this arrangement, we spatially separate the probe and
control beams that overlap in the atomic cloud by in-
troducing an angle θ between them. While this angle
allows for substantial extinction of the control photons
from the probe spatial mode before detection, it also
leads to a spatial phase-grating for the stored spin-wave
with a period of κ = 2pi/|∆k|, where ∆k = ki − kW is
imposed by conservation of momentum (phase-matching
condition) [34, 35]
To begin, as in many previous memory implementa-
tions with cold atoms, we set a small separation angle
θ = 2◦ (dashed control-beam trace in Fig. 1a), result-
ing in control-field extinction of ≈ 40 dB, as well as
κ ≈ 23 µm. With this spin-wave periodicity, approx-
imately 100 µs would have to elapse before our cold
atoms (at a temperature of 50 µK) would diffuse and
thus “erase” the spin-wave grating during storage, due
to motional decoherence. Moreover, for additional spa-
tial filtering of the control field, we collect the probe beam
using a single-mode fiber, which increases the isolation up
to 65− 70 dB.
In this first configuration, we assess the performance of
our memory using probe pulses with large mean photon
number (nin ≈ 4 × 106). We store 30-ns-long Gaus-
sian pulses (at full-width-half maximum) and recall after
200 ns, using the write and read-out control pulses with
the same temporal profile as the probe, and peak power
of ≈ 20 mW, which gives a pulse area of about 2pi
(Fig. 1b). We measure the memory efficiency η = 23%, a
threefold improvement upon our first demonstration [31],
but still smaller than the theoretical maximum of 38%
for d = 10 in the forward-recall configuration. This de-
viation from the theoretical maximum is mainly because
of the magnetic-field induced spin-wave decoherence (as
will be further discussed), and partly due to the spatially
non-uniform control power that induces additional deco-
herence during the transient storage between the ground
and excited level. Furthermore, we estimate the average
number of the control photons leaking to the probe mode
to be on the order of a few hundreds, which is still much
smaller than the photon number contained in our probe
pulses. While the influence of this leak is negligibly small
in 
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Figure 2. Single-photon-level ATS memory. a. Six de-
tection histograms (each normalized to the total number of
storage-and-recall attempts N = 5 × 104 to 9 × 105), recor-
ded for different storage times (between 250 ns and 1250 ns)
to demonstrate on-demand memory using 30-ns-long input
pulses with nin = 1. The inset shows the decay of memory
efficiency, which is fitted to an exponential curve (solid line).
b. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) vs. mean photon number (nin)
for 30-ns-long probe pulses stored in ATS memory for 200 ns.
The detection probabilities for recalled probe (ps for a given
nin 6= 0) and noise (pn for nin = 0) are the ratios of the total
detection counts (over ∆t = 50 ns centered around the recall
time) to their respective N = 105 to 9 × 105, depending on
nin.
in this large mean-photon-number regime, it is a major
obstacle for memory operation at the single-photon level.
A standard technique to eliminate such noise is to use
a single or a series of spectral filters after recall, which
can reject the control photons, detuned by 6.83 GHz in
our case, at the expense of additional loss and complex-
ity. Instead of this approach, we follow the strategy of
improving spatial filtering by increasing the separation
angle between the control and probe beam from 2◦ to 75◦
(solid control-beam trace in Fig. 1a.). To our detriment,
such a wide separation angle also induces a large mo-
tional decoherence due to a small-periodicity spin-wave
grating (κ ≈ 0.65 µm), which would be washed out over
a time scale of only ≈ 1.5 µs at a cloud temperature
of 50 µK. Nevertheless, the fast storage/retrieval of the
ATS protocol enables efficient memory operation at time
scales much shorter than the motional decoherence time,
whereas adiabatic memories that would require probe
pulses nearly a microsecond long in our limited-optical-
depth experimental conditions (see Ref. [33] for details).
With this trade-off between the large control-field fil-
tering and limited storage times, we observe that the
number of control photons leaking to the probe mode re-
duces from ≈ 300 to the single photon-level (over 4 orders
of magnitude extinction), whereas the memory efficiency
decreases by only a factor of ≈ 2 as compared to the
small-angle setting for the same storage time (Fig. 1b).
We attribute this degradation of memory efficiency at
large angles to the limited interaction region that arises
from a spatial mismatch between the probe and control
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Figure 3. Noise characterisations: a. Detection histo-
gram for storage of 20-ns-long probe pulses for 200 ns with
nin = 0.1 and N = 1.1 × 106, using 1 ns/bin. Detections
at around zero-time are due to the non-absorbed (transmit-
ted) part of input signal in the memory medium. The inset
shows detections for recalled photons, with respect to noise
that is measured in three configurations: (I) Probe without
control/atoms, (II) Control without probe/atoms (III) Con-
trol/atoms without probe. b. Detection histograms with lar-
ger time-bins (4 ns/bin) for the noise measured in II (upper
panel) and III (lower panel).
beams, having diameters comparable to the size of our
atomic cloud.
After substantially isolating the probe beam from stray
control photons, we now evaluate the operation of ATS
memory at the single-photon level with time-resolved
photon-counting measurements using a single-photon de-
tector (SPD) and a time-to-digital converter (TDC).
First, we demonstrate the storage and on-demand re-
trieval of the 30 ns-long probe pulses with nin = 1, as
shown in Fig. 2a. In this demonstration, the storage
time is varied between 250 ns and 1250 ns by chan-
ging the time difference between the write and read-out
pulses. We observe that memory efficiency drops from
η = (11.5 ± 0.5)% to (0.8 ± 0.1)% over this time inter-
val, which we attribute to spin-wave decoherence (inset
of Fig 2a). The memory lifetime (at 1/e) is 490 ± 60 ns
and is close to the one measured for the small-angle set-
ting (≈ 650 ns), indicating that spin decoherence due
to non-zero ambient magnetic-fields dominates over the
motional decoherence in our experiments.
Second, we lower the mean photon number of the input
probe pulses below unity and characterise the signal-to-
noise ratio SNR = (ps − pn)/pn as a function of nin after
200 ns storage in memory, where ps and pn are inde-
pendently measured detection probabilities for retrieved
probe and noise (in the absence of probe) after N trials,
respectively (Fig. 2b). We observe an almost-linear de-
pendence of SNR on nin, and measure a SNR = 24 ± 5
for nin = 0.1,
Third, we investigate the source and influence of the
observed residual noise in a more demanding memory
implementation: one with larger bandwidth (requiring
larger control power) and lowest mean photon number
at the memory input. For this purpose, we decrease the
duration of the probe pulses from 30 ns to 20 ns, which
is technically the shortest possible in our experimental
setup. This, in turn, requires shortening the control
pulses by the same amount, while increasing the control
power to maintain the pulse area near 2pi. Under these
conditions, we set nin = 0.1 for probe pulses, and store
them in ATS memory for 200 ns with η = (12.5± 0.4)%,
as shown in Fig 3a. After N = 1.1 × 106 storage-and-
recall attempts, we measure a total number of detection
counts Ns = 1357±40 over a time-window of ∆t = 30 ns
centered around the recall time. Next, we analyze noise
contributions involved in the storage-and-recall process
by determining the total detection counts in three com-
plementary configurations for the same time-window and
number of attempts, as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3a.
The first configuration establishes the background noise
(due to ambient photons and detector dark count) in the
absence of control field and atoms, yielding N1 = 5 ± 2
counts. In the second and third configurations, the write
and the read-out pulses are launched in the absence of
the probe field without atoms and with atoms, yield-
ing N2 = 22 ± 5 and N3 = 36 ± 6 counts, respectively.
Comparing these three results shows that the main noise
component is due to photons from the scattered control
field, while the background noise is insignificant.
For further confirmation, we analyze the detection his-
tograms from the second and third configurations using
a larger bin size (4 ns/bin, instead of 1 ns/bin), as shown
in Fig. 3b. We observe two distinct peaks appearing with
200 ns separation, which corresponds to the time differ-
ence between the write and read-out pulses. Moreover,
we determine that these peaks are shifted backward in
time by about 24 ns compared to the original arrival
times of the control pulses. Relative to this timing, the
number of the detected counts (within ∆t = 30 ns) is
measured to be nearly the same for each peak without
atoms and with atoms (N2
W = 41±6 and N3W = 41±6
for writing, and N2
R = 31±6 and N3R = 38±6 for read-
ing, respectively), conclusively showing that these noise
counts are mainly due to the stray control-field photons
in our setup, which could be eliminated spectrally. This
result also implies that there is no measurable four-wave
mixing noise for these experimental conditions.
With these noise contributions (all included in the
third configuration), we determine the unconditional-
noise detection probability per pulse (excluding the total
loss factor of ηt ≈ 0.1 after memory for the worst-case
scenario) to be pn = N3/N× (1/ηt) = (3.3±0.5)×10−4,
which leads to SNR = 37± 6 for the stored-and-recalled
20-ns-long probe pulses. Based on this value, the fidel-
ity of our memory is estimated as F = 1 − 1/SNR =
0.97± 0.01, if quantum states were stored. These results
demonstrate that the ATS memory can be readily in-
terfaced with non-classical light sources for high fidelity
storage of photonic quantum states.
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Figure 4. Temporal beam splitting at the single-photon
level. Upper panel: A write control pulse and multiple read-
out pulses, each of 30 ns duration, are used for retrieval of
a single stored mode at different times with adjustable amp-
litudes. Control pulses, shown in units proportional to elec-
tric field/Rabi frequency, have pulse areas ≤ 2pi depending on
the fraction of spin coherence desired upon retrieval. These
pulses are normalized to the height of the 2pi write pulse.
Lower panel: Detection histogram obtained after N = 4×105
attempts for storage and retrieval of 30-ns-long probe pulse
with nin = 0.2, using the control-pulse sequence in the upper
panel.
Finally, we demonstrate temporal beam splitting using
ATS memory at the single-photon level (Fig 4) [31]. We
store 30-ns-probe pulses with nin = 0.2 using a write
pulse with pulse area of 2pi, as in the standard ATS
scheme. In contrast, the retrieval is sequentially realized
at different times using multiple read-out control pulses,
each with a pulse area smaller than 2pi (except the last
one that retrieves all the remaining spin coherence). This
process results in an output photon in a superposition
of multiple temporal bins, as shown in the lower panel
of Fig 4. The temporal beam splitting feature of ATS
memory can be used for various applications in photonic
quantum information, such as those that rely on time-bin
qubit encoding.
Beyond these proof-of-principle demonstrations, future
implementations of ATS memory could benefit from the
use of ultracold atoms in an optical-dipole trap [36]. First
of all, the storage time can be extended to the millisecond
regime by using clock spin-states together with a proper
magnetic field cancellation [37], or even to the seconds-
time scale [38], given the long hold times of atoms in
optical-dipole traps. Particularly, a Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC) offers both long storage times and flex-
ibility of all-spatial filtering simultaneously, as atomic
diffusion in a BEC is virtually absent [39]. Second,
the memory efficiency can reach near-unity in the back-
ward recall configuration with an increase of the optical
depth from the current value of d ≈ 10 to d ≈ 100,
which is feasible with the inherently large densities of
ultracold quantum gases [40]. Third, the memory band-
width can be extended from 20 MHz to the GHz regime,
by forming the Λ system in the D1 manifold of Rb, which
provides near-GHz excited-level spacing, and by using
fast electro-optic components for tailoring control pulses.
With these moderate improvements, the ATS memory
approach provides a practical solution to develop a high-
performance quantum memory required for quantum net-
works.
In conclusion, we experimentally implemented the ATS
protocol in a cold Rb gas for storage of single-photon
level optical pulses as collective spin excitations. Ultra-
low-noise memory operation is achieved for input photon
numbers as low as 0.1 by eliminating the contamination
of the control-field photons with all-spatial filtering tech-
niques, at the expense of limited storage times. While
the residual noise is dominated by the stray control field,
the four-wave mixing noise is not a limiting effect in
our experimental configuration. These results indicate
that cold-atom based ATS memory can readily operate
in the quantum regime for storage of non-classical states
of light, which is our next goal towards the realization of
a truly practical quantum memory.
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Note added in preparation: Recently, S.A. Thomas et
al. [41] posted a result demonstrating built-in noise sup-
pression in an off-resonant Raman scheme using a new
technique based on a specific detuning operation.
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